A class of numerical dissipation models for central-difference schemes constructed with NASA
where j-z is the inverse transformation Jacobian, and
In a cell-centered, finite-volume method, where _¢ and A n are proportional to the largest eigenvalues of the matrices A and B. The scaled spectral radii A_ and >,n are given by
where u and v are the Cartesian velocity components, and c is the speed of sound. The coefficients E(2) and e(4) are adapted to the flow and are defined as follows:
where p is the pressure, and the quantities _(2) and _(4) are constants to be specified. The operators in (2.4) for the t7 direction are defined in a similar manner. We now review the connection between these two types of schemes.
Consider the one-dimensional scalar wave equation
The first-order upwind scheme can be written as
where all discrete quantities are evaluated at time level nAt unless otherwise denoted. The scheme of (3.1) can be rewritten as
2)
which now contains a central-difference term and a second-difference dissipation term. Now
The system case can be converted to a scalar one by diagonalizing the N × N matrix A with a similarity transformation
where the columns of T are the right eigenvectors of A.
applying the scheme of (3.2), the first-order upwind scheme is given by 
Hal tta2 is computed in the same way as IAI by simply replacing _ with r/.
In practice one cannot choose
At, A2, As as given above.
Near stagnation points A3
approaches zero while near sonic lines ),1 or A2 approach zero. A zero artificial viscosity would create numerical difficulties. Hence, we limit these values as -maxCIAll, V,.,,pCA)),
: maxCIA l, V,.pCA)),
wl_ere the linear eigenvalue A3 can be limited differently than the nonlinear eigenvalues. (5.1)
Let v(t) = {vj(t)} be the approximate solution of (5.1) and consider the semidiscrete
A3 is a third-difference operator defined as A%j+_ = (_%)i+_ = ,i+2(t) -3,j+l(t) + 3,i(t)-,___(t).
The terms on the right hand side of (5. _i(r) = _ ¥ _ -0, r < 0.
From Sweby [14]
it is straightforward to see that for any flux limiter Cj(_) = 1-_(r).
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where _b = 1 near extrema, so that the inequalities are satisfied, and ¢ = O(Ax) in smooth regions of the flow field. Conversely, F = 0 at extrema, and F = 1 in the smooth regions.
The functions ¢ and I' of (6.1) can be defined in terms of a limiter function. Let
Since we want _bi(r ) to be positive, 
Similarly, if si+ ] = -si+ _, si+½ = -si+} ::_ ¢i+1 = 1 =_ ¢1+½ = 1.
It also follows, using (6.1), that the inequalities in (ii) and (iii) of the remarks of Section V are satisfied. Also, for these two cases, setting Fi+½ = 1-¢i+½ guarantees that I'i+ _ = 0. So ri+ _ = 1 -max(¢j, ¢_j+,).
The flux limiters ¢ and F can be connectedto those used in upwind schemes.Sweby [15] considers an upwind Lax-Wendroff scheme.
In particular, for the one-dimensional wave
where v : axe, 0 < _(r) < 2, r --_ ' and the backward difference operator A_ is defined by For systems of equations we use a scalar limiter.
Using the matrix form of the dissipation it is easy to implement different limiters for different characteristic variables.
In terms of the pressure the switch becomes We use a conservative approach and take IPj+I -2Pi + py-l[ CJ = Ipj+l -p:l + Ip: -pJ-,l + _" (6.4) Notice that this switch is very similar to (2.9) for the original dissipation model of the
Runge-Kutta scheme.
There is only a minor change in the denominator. However, with this change and the factor 1/2 in front of the second-difference dissipation term, the scalar equation becomes first-order upwind near shocks. In the case of the original Cj we find that Cj -_ .05 near shock waves in transonic flows. One may require different parameters for the Runge-Kutta scheme to ensure stability.
We now no longer have a free parameter for the second-difference dissipation.
We also usually use r = 1 -2¢ so that the fourth-difference dissipation is cut off for ¢ > 1/2. The only free parameter is the coefficient _;(4) of the fourth-difference term.
VH. Numerical Algorithm
The majority of the numerical results presented in this paper were obtained with a 
